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This study aims to see the process of reforming education management that impacts students' character development through learning civic education to foster a sense of discipline and defend the country, so that character development is formed. This study uses a descriptive method with a qualitative approach. The data triangulation analysis is strengthened by the literature related to this research. The study results explain that civics learning management improves students' ability to understand various learning methods to be more creative and innovative. Civics lessons play a role in forming student character supported by well-organized education management, improves teachers' performance in delivering civic education subjects, and develop students' ability to instill high national values through civics education.
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of education is to mold students’ personalities with the process serving a noble purpose and task. It is establishing a nation's insight and civilization through character-building education that can help these kids reach their full potential. A human person must be honest, creative, and self-sufficient. They must develop into human beings who are religiously obedient and accountable as just and enlightened citizens. According to Article 3 of Law No. 20 of 2003 Concerning the National Education System, national education serves to develop capabilities and mold the character civilization of a dignified nation in order to educate the country and state's life (Efaningrum, 2008; Widodo & Setiyawan, 2021).

Creating an education system based on the nation’s and state's progress requires a learning process that improves the quality and quality of its students, so a breakthrough in learning models management is required to produce younger generations who are much more disciplined and disciplined. It has a strong character; it is specified in state legislation that education must be used as a weapon by the state to develop dignity and educate the nation; character is the most critical attitude (Simangunsong, 2019; Sari & Wardani, 2021). It must be possessed by all humans, particularly the younger generation, who will bear a significant duty in upholding the nation’s dignity and upholding the excellent name that must always be carried wherever they go. However, all of this must go through a lengthy process to prevent children from developing attitudes that may lead to erroneous associations and are at odds with religious and state values. The character crisis is currently engulfing this country. Some students have promiscuity, which is marked by rampant free sex, drug abuse, and violence against children. This is an irony in itself that has not found the right solution to prevent it (Mustikaningrum et al., 2020; Prasetiyo et al., 2020; Siregar & Wirasti, 2021). The Indonesian nation appears to be dealing with a character crisis that has affected some of its students, with a rise in promiscuity typified by rampant free sex, drug addiction, and violence towards children, which is an irony in and of itself that has yet to be overcome.

Of course, as a country that consistently upholds Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution, the Indonesian people must continually cultivate the values of disciplined character and responsibility through a structured and equitable education system. It starts from elementary school to university level, to form a more diverse learning method, must begin by creating education itself. Still, a good education must, of course, produce a superior generation capable of realizing all of their potentials. On the other hand, the actual meaning of education is a person’s attempt to acquire information as a provision for life to attain a better future. While the character is innate, heart, soul, personality, behavior, personality, nature, character, temperament, and character are all brilliant. According to Zainal and Sujak (2011), the character is the overall temperament and disposition that has been mastered consistently and characterizes an individual in the general code of behavior that makes them typical in thinking and acting. To establish a sound educational system and pattern, management must always provide the best facilities and facilities that can support various conveniences in creating a learning process that is by the criteria that many students desire; this step is considered initial capital in the development of a national education system founded on the values of discipline and accountability.

Learning must begin with small steps that can lead to a larger goal and civilizational values based on the Constitution and Pancasila as the nation’s reflection and ideology because an education system with character will produce many superior generations and create ideal conditions for the Indonesians. So if education is linked to forming a nation’s character, the educational concept must always aim for everyday life without constantly looking at a difference in a narrower sense. The educational scale must prioritize ethnicity, religion, race, and community values.

Civic education is a topic that covers much ground in terms of how students can learn to understand and explain the varied meanings and values of democracy throughout history. Aside from that, kids are supposed to grow into individuals who constantly follow the rules, even if they are contradictory. Schools are the most trusted institution in developing educational science and
developing various potentials of students. Schools should always have a duty to provide a service related to character learning methods. Understanding citizenship education help students more familiar with the values of the 1945 Constitution, and Pancasila is the motto of Indonesian citizens. As the most trusted institution in developing educational science and developing various potentials of students, schools should always have a duty to provide a service related to character learning methods. Understanding citizenship education as an effort of good learning management and education management is important because citizenship subjects allow students to demonstrate all of their abilities in mastering the various democratic mechanisms that exist in Indonesia, according to national education experts who believe that increased teacher understanding of character building is necessary. In line with the idea of national education experts who say it is necessary to increase teacher understanding of character building through synergistic activity, In addition, the higher education office, in partnership with the Teacher Working Group (KKG), must include some awareness of the relevance of human rights values in some of the information contained in the civics education learning method. In maximizing a civic education teacher’s role in supporting various delivery, the learning process requires a unique method to accelerate the achievement of goals that connect students and teachers. The form must adapt to the conditions and characteristics of children because every child has different conditions and potential, the teacher’s role must be more individualized (Suriadi et al., 2021). a country that always prioritizes the nation’s democratic values.

The study’s goals and objectives are to figure out how to rejuvenate character development in civic education learning management. In building national character, educational institutions should be revitalized. The results of this previous study explained that the revitalization is related to the selectivity of educational institutions in the recruitment of teachers so that the quality standards used in teaching staff recruitment are not low. Arini et al. (2021) used a qualitative descriptive research method to compile this research, and the results of this previous study explained that the revitalization at this point is related to the selectivity of educational institutions in the recruitment of teachers so that the quality standards used in teaching staff recruitment are not low. Character education must be improved and developed correctly and regularly to reach all levels and types of education in Indonesia.

Character Education Learning is being revitalized. Cahyadi (2014) used normative qualitative research methodologies to assemble this study. The findings show that character education is more than just a subject matter related to religion and civic education; it also necessitates several reformatory measures across the board. As a result, character education becomes a task that requires knowledge of both the upstream and downstream worlds of education. Character Education Revitalization as a Means of Strengthening National Awareness has been studied by Inmandari et al. (2020). Revealed that the application of character education through classroom learning, socializing, and extracurricular activities constrains a lack of synergy between the values used. Revitalization is continuous and consistent through learning and socialization, and direct practice.

Character education is being implemented through citizenship education subjects. Suardi et al. (2019) used descriptive qualitative research methodologies to assemble this study. The findings revealed that the instructor implemented character education through civic education subjects in three stages. Specifically, the planning, implementation, and assessment stages, as well as some of the impeding factors experienced by teachers in implementing character education, such as students’ lack of awareness in following rules, students’ loss of motivation in learning, and students’ lack of understanding in making school assignments and the efforts made. Teachers do overcome these difficulties by enacting punishments to ensure that all children receive equal attention. Citizenship Revitalization Learning as a means of developing character The Empowerment of School Culture is a method of empowering the culture of a school. The findings of this study have implications that the construction of Civics learning processes that include character formation in children must begin with the creation of varied educational settings. Character-building activities conducive to learning
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are synergistic in various ways, including teacher appreciation, school culture, principal leadership, and learning design.

Difference from previous research, this research focuses on revitalizing character development in Civics learning management. Civics lessons are essential in shaping and fostering the character of students in fostering a sense of nationalism.

METHODS

The researcher uses a qualitative descriptive approach to examine a phenomenon that discusses revitalizing character development in civic education learning management. The data used in this study comes from two sources: primary data and secondary data. Secondary data refers to the primary data related to the topic and research under consideration. The researcher obtains from journals and other references related to the revitalization of character development through civic education management. There are 15 journal articles used as study material in this study. The article was obtained from journals published from 2017 to 2020 with SINTA 2 accreditation level. The primary goal of using data analysis techniques in qualitative research is to reduce the amount of data and facts that have been encountered in the field to a form that is easier to grasp, or the data is summarised and concluded more easily for interpretation.

The primary goal of using data analysis techniques in the following qualitative research method is to simplify the data and facts gathered in the field into a form that is easier to grasp or summarised and concluded for straightforward interpretation. The fundamental goal of using data analysis techniques at the following step of the qualitative research method is to alleviate the data and facts found in the field in a form that is easier to grasp or summarised more easily for interpretation.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The findings of the research, which was conducted using the observation method on several articles related to the topic of revitalizing character development through civic education management, as well as evaluating and analyzing the data gathered in the field, some conclusions and discussions can be drawn, namely:

Revitalizing Educational Institutions towards Citizenship Character Education

Educational revitalization is an effort to advance education quality that is growing and developing through a learning method based on civic education subjects. Additionally, this revitalization is expected to shape the characters of far superior students who can contribute more in realizing a national education system based on noble character and high integrity in the values of Pancasila and the Constitution of 1945, the Citizenship Education Subject focuses on forming citizens who understand and can carry out their rights and obligations to become intellectual, skillful, and characterized Indonesian citizens.

The first step in improving a student’s character education system, particularly in schools, is to expand human resources. This process will be mutually sustainable, with civic education subjects for pupils serving as the main item in which all values will be carried out. After everything goes according to plan and a new culture emerges in the learning model, the next step is to assess how far this educational process has progressed so that later.

Students can participate in activities socialization of character education after participating in various civic character education. It had instilled character education in principle long before the country became independent. So, when talking about a revitalization of character education that focuses on the nation’s moral education, Civics plays a more significant role in democratic political education than in values and national education.

There are a variety of approach concepts in shaping a character education process. Some of these steps are believed to accelerate the growth rate of students in understanding the revitalization
of the nation’s character education. The first is the value classification approach, followed by the community justice approach, caring approach, and moral character education. Furthermore, the teacher must be able to swiftly adjust to all character education methods, where all of these procedures must be supported by a professional attitude, and everything must be implemented in an educational curriculum and directed to the best possible outcome. Furthermore, the teacher's responsibility is to adjust to all character education methods swiftly. A professional attitude must support these procedures, and everything must be implemented in an educational curriculum and directed to the best possible outcome (Oktaviani, 2020).

Each level of a civic character education implemented through a learning technique must always be carefully analysed, with the learning process being deemed excellent if the student's original character does not alter at all. Despite this, students can thoroughly explain numerous aspects of civic character education. A common opinion between a teacher and students is the most important thing at all stages of character development. Evaluation is the final part of the stage in developing civic character education learning. It includes all series that have been composed of the introduction of learning methods to the stages of application, measurement, and development of the school. The configuration of PKn is created in three systemic frameworks, namely PKn in curricular, theoretical, and practical terms programmatically, and PKn in curricular, theoretical, and practical terms programmatically (Budimansyah, 2006; Kristini, 2021).

Following a review of the rejuvenation of civic education management, it can be determined that the character education learning technique is a very effective method that should be implemented at various levels of education in Indonesia because the country loves its people. Civic education is the foundation for forming generations of noble character and behavior, is emphasized in Law No. 20 of 2003 Article 3 concerning the National Education System, which states that national education develops abilities and shapes the character and civilization of a dignified nation.

**Improving Character Development Through Citizenship Education Learning Management**

The development of educational character through civic education empowerment management is an effort that will be realized through a comprehensively structured relationship between human resources and the school environment as a place where character learning activities take place. Essentially the interactions that occur between a teacher and the school environment. National education aims to develop the potential of students until this system runs regularly. It has a very mature readiness to develop various auxiliary management to realize student character based on national civilization’s values combined with an attitude that prioritizes the nation's and state's judicial systems (Depdiknas RI, 2003; Siregar et al., 2021).

Another function of civic education management is the existence of a new system. The system serves as a first step toward achieving national ideals based on good learning programs and, of course, constant striving for changes in new and diverse educational patterns, management of education management. With the renewal of the learning system, students are trained to continue developing and constantly adapting to multiple learning models, which will lead them to a new cultural change that is more complex and challenging. According to Fadjar (2005), education is a powerful vehicle for advancing and respecting the nation and state in the association of countries and the international globe. It thus provides a thorough awareness of the value of education for all Indonesians.

A suitable learning method will undoubtedly produce a very maximum achievement. In the process, all stages of the character education process must be built with a noble intention so that in practice. It will not encounter a failure in educational development. As happened in Indonesia in its efforts to improve a maximum education system, our education has experienced many steep paths where there are so many inhibiting factors that occur in various regions in Indonesia, both internal and external factors. So the magnitude of a responsibility that many students carry out must, of
course, be accompanied by various efforts to realize an education system that is by the wishes of the Indonesian people. The slowness of planting character learning have to overcome by the government. It could be prepared to develop student interest in learning, be careful in formulating learning curricula and continually improve the quality standards of teaching staff. Education is a commitment that involves the most people. The next improvement is to provide an adequate education budget. This seriousness must always be strived for and targeted every year by improving the welfare of education and in conjunction with the management of a properly structured system that will produce students who have character and are supported with positive attitudes. High responsibility in educational science can change the ideals of a noble nation. Lickona, Schaps, and Lewis (in Megawangi, 2004; Prihandini et al., 2020) explains the principles of character education that educators must implement in schools, namely, socializing and developing ethical values that can shape character, describing character comprehensively or thoroughly, including knowledge, feelings, and behavior. Several things could support the development of student character development. It includes kindness, using a holistic, proactive, practical approach to character development by using teachers as role models, school discipline, learning process curriculum, classroom and school management, integration of character material and all aspects of classroom life, and collaboration with parents and the community, creating an atmosphere love in schools and make schools a model of peace and harmony, providing opportunities for students to carry out good deeds, provide a meaningful academic curriculum in support of student character development or competency-based.

In the context of understanding this phenomenon, it is interesting what UNESCO suggested that education must contain three elements, learning to know (learn to know), learn to do (learn to do) and learn to live together (remember to live together). The first and second elements focus more on forming, so human resources have quality knowledge and skills. The third element is more focused on being towards the formation of national character. In other words, generating a high sense of democracy towards an education system is the task of all levels of society. Understanding good ethical ways and always upholding a sense of brotherhood, among others, is the main task of education to provide an understanding through useful knowledge and quality life.

CONCLUSION

The civic character learning method is a method that combines student character attitudes that are applied through civic education subjects that have been widely applied at various levels of education in Indonesia. Educational values are based on the Constitution as a guideline for the Indonesian state. Civic education learning has a noble goal that provides a good example and role model for young people as the nation's next generation and as captains in realizing national education ideal for all Indonesian people. Hopefully, with this revitalization of character education, the quality of education in Indonesia can run smoothly. By the ideals of the nation, character education is not only about a combination of religious education and civic education, but there are many aspects involved in it, other things involved in the process. The results of this study are expected to be a reference for educators in building good character and educational goals. This study only examines articles published in Indonesian journals. For further research, it is recommended to enrich the literature by reviewing articles in reputable international journals.
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